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Spatial Context: 
We’re a Performing Arts Library located within the Clarice Smith 
Performing Arts Center, which also contains the School of Music and 
the School of Theatre, Dance, & Performance Studies.



Edward MacDowell
(1860-1908)
American composer & pianist

But when we re-opened in August 2021… 

Photo from the Special Collections in Performing Arts, UMD.



We wanted to re-open our library with our community in mind.

We were guided by the following questions:

● How can we reconnect with our community while acknowledging not only 
what we missed, but also who we missed?

● How can we engage our community & give them an opportunity to reflect on 
2020 & 2021?

● How can we re-imagine our exhibit gallery to address these questions?



Shout-out to Rachel Ivy Clarke & Design Thinking

Design Thinking:
● Addresses problems that need a creative 

solution
● Takes a human-centered approach
● Consists of empathetic discovery, idea 

generation, & creation (p. 13)



Fall 2021 Exhibit:  “Remembrance & Resilience”

3 Main Components of the Exhibit:
● 2 paintings
● Blackboard wall with colored chalk
● Images of work submitted by performing arts students, faculty, & staff

*Black Art: In the Absence of Light  (HBO, 2021)



As a liaison that enjoys robust 
relationships as an embedded 
librarian, I took advantage of 
theatre facilities in the late 
summer of 2021 to paint and 
install the blackboard panels 
with assistance from staff. 
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David Driskell

Photo by Frank Stewart, www.portlandmuseum.org/driskell 















What dialectical change happened here?

Thesis:  Exhibit collections from our archives

Antithesis:  Exhibit people from our community (their art/work, their words)

Synthesis:  People contributed directly to the collective memory of  
performing arts in our building and/or from our community



Spring 2022 Exhibit:  
“The Art & Craft of Puppetry”

4 Components:
● Text panels
● Puppets
● Video
● Puppet Stage

We hoped for a 
joyful contrast.







●  Students
●  Faculty
●  Clarice scenic & facilities staff
●  The Smithsonian
●  The Jim Henson Company

 

●  Freelance graphic designer Kelly Andrews
●  The Driskell Center
●  The Center for Puppetry Arts
●  PCI Graphics
●  International Program for Creative Collaboration & Research in the 
School of Theatre, Dance, & Performance Studies

In varying degrees, I worked with a total of 10 different entities to make 
the exhibits happen, and they include the following:
 



In Conclusion:
We welcomed the opportunity to re-imagine how we curate our gallery and how 
we schedule our exhibits.
Those choices created a spirit of innovation that we hope to carry forward as we 
create future exhibits in our library gallery.

Thanks! What questions do you have?


